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A canonical map from the Burnside ring .Q( C) of a finite cyclic group C into the 
Burnside ring Q(G) of any finite group G of the same order is exhibited and it is 
shown that many results from elementary tinite group theory, in particular those 
claiming certain congruence relations, are simple consequences of the existence of 
this map. In addition, it is shown that this map defines an isomorphism from Q(C) 
onto the subring Q,(G) of Q(G). consisting of those virtual G-sets z which have the 
same number of invariants for every two subgroups U. V of G of the same order, 
if and only if G is nilpotent. Finally, a rather natural extension to profmite groups 
is indicated. ‘1 1992 Academ,c Press. Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this note we want to point out a simple fact concerning Burnside rings 
which can be viewed as a surprisingly compact and transparent structural 
reformulation in Burnside ring theoretic terms of the various ideas and 
tricks introduced by G. Frobenius [Frl ] and H. Wielandt [Wi] to prove 
the existence and further properties of Sylow p-subgroups and used later on 
by L. Solomon [So] (see also [Wa] ) to establish further elementary results 
in finite group theory. 
To be more precise, let G be a finite group of order n := IGI and let 
C := C, denote the cyclic group of the same order n. The sole purpose of 
*This work was supported by the SFB 7’ “Diskrete Strukturen in der Mathematik,” 
Universitat Bielefeld. 
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this note is to establish and to discuss some consequences of the following 
theorem’: 
THEOREM 1. There exists a ring homomorphism 
G r=a =a;,,A(C)d?(G) 
which we call the Frobenius-Wielandt homomorphism from the Burnside 
ring Q(C) of the cyclic group C into the Burnside ring Q(G) of G such that 
for ever)’ subgroup U 6 G of G and every x E Q(C) the number qn u (D.(X)) of 
U-invariant elements in the virtual G-set IX(X) coincides with the corre- 
sponding number ‘pclc,(.x) qf C,,,,-' mvariant elements in s, where, qf course, 
C,,,, denotes the unique subgroup of order /UI in C. 
Remark 1. This theorem gives a precise conceptual interpretation of 
the observation (cf. [Fr3, p. 395; Hu, p. 34; Wa]) that many elementary 
group-theoretic results can be derived from the fact that various invariants 
of an arbitrary group are closely related to the same invariant evaluated for 
the cyclic group C of the same order. 
Remark 2. In the context of the theory of Mackev (and Green) functors 
developed in [Dr2-41 Theorem 1 has the surprising consequence that for 
any Mackey functor M, defined on the category G h of finite G-sets, the 
value M(G/U) of M on the transitive G-set G/U can be considered in a 
canonical way as an Q(C,,,)-module and that for any (multiplicative) 
Green functor G, defined on G “, the ring G(G/U) can be viewed as an 
Q( C,,, )-algebra. 
The outline of this note is as follows: in Section 2 we introduce notations 
and collect some well-known facts about G-sets and Burnside rings, in 
Section 3 we prove Theorem 1, in Section 4 we apply Theorem 1 to derive 
Sylow’s and Frobenius’ theorems, in Section 5 we discuss functorial proper- 
ties of the Frobenius-Wielandt homomorphism, in Section 6 the kernel and 
the image of this homomorphism are studied, and in Section 7 we extend 
our results to profinite groups. 
2. SOME FACTS ABOUT BURNSIDE RINGS 
Before proving Theorem 1 let us recall shortly the basic concepts and 
notations from Burnside ring theory we have used in its formulation or will 
use in its proof or its applications. 
1 Notations will be explained in detail in Section 2. 
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For a finite group G we define its Burnside ring Q(G) to be the Grothen- 
dieck ring of finite G-sets, which is generated as an algebra over Z by the 
(isomorphism classes of) finite (left) G-sets X, Y, . . . . relative to the relations 
x- Y=O if X2 Y, 
x+ Y-(Xu Y)=O, 
x. Y-(Xx Y)=O. 
In consequence, its elements are the virtual G-sets, i.e., the formal differen- 
ces X- Y of (isomorphism classes of) finite G-sets X, Y, and one has 
x-Y=X’-Y’ozoxo Y’ZZZO YOX’ 
for some finite G-set Z (which in turn is well known to be equivalent 
with X C.J Y’z Y w A”). For every subgroup U there exists a canonical 
homomorphism qr!: Q(G) -+ Z which maps every finite G-set X onto the 
cardinality (pv(X) := #A”/ of its subset 
XC’:= {SEXI u..x=.x for all UEU) 
of U-invariant elements, in particular q,(X) = #X if 1 = ( 1 G} denotes the 
trivial subgroup of G. For U, V’< G one has ‘pU = cp ), if and only if U mG V 
(that is, U and I’ are conjugate in G) and for X, X’ E Q(G) one has 
cp U (x) = cp u(.~‘) for all U < G if and only if x = x’. Hence, identifying each 
?I E Q(G) with the associated map UH cpU(.x) from the set Sub(G) of all 
subgroups of G into Z, we can consider Q(G) in a canonical way as a 
subring of the ghost ring 
d(G) := zS”b’G’/- 
of G, consisting of all maps from Sub(G) into Z which are constant on each 
conjugacy class of subgroups. 
Finally recall that the (isomorphism classes of the) transitive G-sets of 
the form G/U := { gU 1 g E G} (U a subgroup of G, the G-action on G/U is, 
of course, defined by left multiplication: G x G/U -+ G/U: (h, gU) H hgU) 
form a Z-basis of Q(G), while for U, I’d G we have G/U E G/V if and only 
if U-’ V. Hence every x E Q(G) can be expressed as a linear combination 
in the form 
.Y = 1’ pa(x) G/U 
Cl< G 
with uniquely determined integral coefficients p”(x) E Z, satisfying 
pu(x)=pL,(x) for U-J’ V, and where the prime attached to the summa- 
tion symbol C’ indicates that the sum does not actually extend over all 
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subgroups of G, but only over a system of G-representatives, that is, one 
out of each conjugacy class of subgroups of G. 
For U, V/d G one has (p,(G/U) #O if and only if Vs, U (that is, there 
exists g E G with gVg ’ c U) in which case one has 
q,.(G/U)= # (gUEG/U 1 VgU=gU) 
=(N,(U):U).#{U’<GI V6U’“GU}, 
where, as usual, 
N,(U)= {gEG I gP’Ug= U}= {gEG I UgU=gU> 
= jgeG 1 gUE(G/U)L’} 
denotes the normalizer of U in G. Hence, given x E Q(G), a subgroup U 6 G 
is a maximal subgroup with ,u~,(,Y) # 0 if and only if it is a maximal 
subgroup with cpU(.u) ~0, in which case one has 
From the fact that every .xEQ(G) can be expressed uniquely in the form 
x = CL, c; Pi. G/U it follows, in particular, that for every p-group G we 
have 
cp,(-K)= c’ pu(x).(G:U) 
u ,c G 
= PC(X) = cpG(X) (mod ~1. 
Hence if V is a p-subgroup of an arbitrary finite group G and if U is 
a subgroup of G with an index (G: U) which is prime to p, then 
q~(G/U)=cp,(G/U)=(G:U)fO (modp) and therefore VsG U. In 
particular, if Sylow p-subgroups exist in G, they all must be conjugate in G 
and every other p-group must be subconjugate in G to each of them. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
This is all (and actually quite a bit more than) we need to know to prove 
Theorem 1. 
Let us observe first that the properties of a;,+, described in Theorem 1 
determine this map uniquely. Indeed, let y&, denote the map from Sub(G) 
into Sub(C) which associates to every subgroup U of G the unique 
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subgroup C,,;, of C which has the same order as U. Then clearly, ;I:~. 
induces a ring homomorphism 
on the level of ghost rings and Theorem 1 just claims that E maps the 
subring Q(C) of s?i( C) into the subring !2( G) of sli( G). 
To prove this claim we recall that for every finite G-set X and every 
natural number y the set (i) of all subsets Y of X of cardinality y is also 
a finite G-set relative to the G-action 
Gxcl+(3: (gq Y)t-+g.Y:={g..v J’EY). 
Using these G-sets for X:= G/l, the regular G-set, Theorem 1 follows 
immediately from the following two observations: 
LEMMA 1. d rnups (‘;‘)~52(C)cS?i(C) unto (“‘)ECI(G)ES?~(G). 
LEMMA 2. [f Div(n) := {d E N 1 d diuides n} denotes the set of divisors of 
n (and hetzce rorresponds canonically in a one-to-one,faskion with the set of 
subgroups sf C ciu d++ C,), tkerz tire farnil~~ (‘;:I) (de Div(n)) of C-sets 
form a Z-basis of Q(C). 
Lemma 1 in turn is an immediate consequence of the well-known fact 
that for every finite group G, every subgroup U d G of G, and every q E N 
the value of cpcJ( “i’ )), that is, the number of U-invariant subsets of car- 
dinality q in G/l, depends only on q and the orders of G and of U; that is, 
it follows from the following more explicit 
LEMMA 1’. For euerv .finite group G, every subgroup U 6 G sf G, und 
eoerll q E N one lm 
if 1 UI does not divide q, 
(G:(i) 
4/l UI > otherwise; 
in particular, if I UI = q, then cp I’ (( “i’ )) = (G : U) and therefore 
ProoJ: Indeed YE (‘:I) is U-invariant if and only if Y is the union of 
right cosets Ug c G of U in G: hence such Y exist only if 1 U( divides q in 
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which case the set (Gi1) of U-invariant subsets Y in (“I’) corresponds in a 
one-to-one fashion to the set (y,,o, “?‘) of subsets of U\G := { Ug ( g E G) of 
cardinality q/l UI. So its cardinality is of course (‘z;:,‘), as stated. 1 
The proof of Lemma 2 is equally simple: For every d, d’ E Div(n) we 
have integers 
such that 
= c Pd.& . WLI~ 
4’ E Divfn) 
and we have to show that the determinant of the matrix 
M := bd,d’)d,d’eDiv(nl 
is a unit in Z. But in view of Lemma 1 we have (pCb. (( Ci’)) = 0 unless d’ 
divides d and, hence, we have also pddS = 0 unless d’ divides d, so M is 
triangular (relative to the obvious ordering of Div(n) according to which d 
comes before d’ if d is smaller than d’). In addition, we have 
C/l Pd.d = PCd (( >> d = (C:N,(C,)) = 1, 
so the main diagonal of M consists of ones, only, and hence its determinant 
is indeed 1. 1 
Remark. Rather than using exterior powers of G-sets, that is, the G-sets 
of the form (“I’), introduced by H. Wielandt in this context, we could as 
well have used the s.vmmetric powers, that is, the G-sets of the form 
where for a G-set X the group G acts on P(X) via 
used by Wagner in this context [Wa] (see also [Frl 1). As before, the 
value of cp u ( SY(G/l )) depends only on q, [Cl, and 1 UI and vanishes unless 
1 Ul divides q, since f E Sq(G/l ) is U-invariant if and only if it is constant 
on the U-cosets of the form Ug (g E G); so I UI must divide q = ClsG.,, f(x) 
if f is U-invariant, and in this case there are exactly as many U-invariant 
maps f in Sq(G/l) as there are elements in S “L’“‘(U\G) (that is, there are 
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precisely ( (G:U)yi/,yU//C~I ~ I) u- invariant maps in Y(G) if 1 UI divides q, but 
we will not need this detailed information). So, as above, we have 
tY(Sy(C/l)) = SY(G/l ). Moreover, if 1 UI equals q, then there are exactly 
(G: U) U-invariant elements in SY(G/l ), that is, we have also 
pL,/(SY(G/l))= (G:U) 
(N,( U) : U) 
= (G:N,(U)); 
in particular we have pC,,(Sd( C/l)) = 1 if d divides II, so the C-sets S”(C/l ) 
(do Div(n)) also form a Z-basis of L?(C). Hence the same arguments as 
above yield Theorem 1. 
It is well known that both exterior powers as well as symmetric powers, 
provide a I-ring structure on the Burnside ring (cf. [Si]) and the above 
discussion implies that x: sZ( C) + Q(G) is a i-ring homomorphism for both 
of them. 
4. SOME APPLICATIONS 
COROLLARY 1. For every divisor d qf (G( fhere e.uists an element 
xd E Q(G) satisjjing 
(PU(Nd) = 
1 
d if d divides (G : U), 
0 otherwise; 
in particular, pu(x,) = 0 unless d divides (G: U) and 
pc;(xd)=(G:Nc,(U))= #jgUg-’ 1 geGj 
if(G:U)=d. 
Proof: Put .xd := LY( C/CIG.I1d). Then obviously 
cpu(-~,) = cpc,~;,WC,(;,!.~) = (C:C,c;,;d = d 
if C,,, is contained in CICIId, that is, if the index d of C,,,j, in C divides the 
index (C: C,.,) = (G : U) of CicI, in C, and cpu(x,) = 0 otherwise and there- 
fore also pU(.yd) = 0 unless d divides (G : U). Finally, if (G: U) = d, then U 
is a maximal subgroup of G with ,u~(.x,) # 0 and therefore 
(PO bd) d (G: U) 
~~(X”)=(N,(V):U)=(N,(U):U)=(N,(U):U)=(G:~~(u)) 
equals the number of subgroups in G which are conjugate to U in G. 1 
To derive the next three corollaries we follow essentially the ideas of 
B. Wagner, published in [Wa]: 
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COROLLARY 2 (Sylow). Every divisor d of ICI is the greatest common 
divisor of all indices (G : U) of subgroups U in G which are divisible by d; that 
is, we have 
d= g.c.d.((G: U) 1 d divides (G: U)). 
In particular (or, as well, equivalently), if ICI = d .p’ for some prime p, then 
there exist subgroups U of G of index d and hence of order p’. 
Proqf: Write X~E O(G) in the form 
xd= c’ pU(xd).G/U= c’ ~u(-yc,). GIU 
USC CIGG,dI(G:U) 
and apply ‘p, to derive 
d= C’ pc,(.xc,). (G: U) E 1’ Z.(G:U). i 
C~<G,dlfG:Ul ci~G,dI(G:cJ) 
In case ICI/d is a power of a prime p we can exploit this argument even 
further to derive: 
COROLLARY 3 (Sylow [Sy], Frobenius [Frl]). Zfa power pz of a prime 
p divides the order ICI of a finite group G, then the number of subgroups V 
of order p’ must be congruent to 1 module p. 
Proof Put d := ICI/p” and divide the above equation 
d= c’ pL;(.xd).(G:U)= c’ ~u(xc,). (G: u) 
C~szG.d~(G:U) U<G.IC’~EDIV(~~) 
by d to derive 
l= 1’ 
u<G.dl(G:Ul 
/l”(X,). y 
C’ 
Pm 
Pub,) ’ jq 
= c’ (G:N,(U 
Cl < G. 1 UI = pz 
= I,@::, =pa # ‘gug- 
=#{V<GI IVl=p”} 
1) 
’ I geG) 
(mod P). I 
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Remark. Note that more generally the condition pLi(x) = (G:N,(U)) 
for 1 U1 = q and pU(x) = 0 for 1 Ul $ Div(q), which holds for s = (“i’) as well 
as for x= Y(G/l) and for .Y=-Y,~,,~, implies 
SE 1 G/U modulo I,, 
L:sG~c,l=y 
where Z, denotes the ideal in R(G), generated by all G-sets of the form G/V 
with IV1 EDiv(q)- (q),. 
To derive the next corollary let us recall that for every x E Q(G) one has 
the CauchyFrohenius-Burnside congruence relation 
Indeed, by additivity it is enough to verify this just for x = G/U (U < G) in 
which case a standard computation yields 
C (p<,,(G/U) = 1 # (HUE G/U I ghU= hU) 
psc; KEG 
=,t,,;,,:,,6”~fr 
= 1 #{gEGI ghU=hU} 
hL’ECi.1, 
=(G:U).IUI=IGI-0 (mod IGI 1. 
Hence together with this CauchyyFrobenius-Burnside relation Corollary 1 
yields 
COROLLARY 4 (Frobenius [Fr2, Fr3]). Every divisor m of the order IGI 
of a finite group G also divides the number 
#{ggG I g”= 1) 
of elements g in G, whose order divides m. 
Proof: Apply the CauchyPFrobenius-Burnside congruence relation to 
.Y(, for d := ICI/m to derive that IGI = d. wz divides 
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c (~<g>kJ= c d KEG REG.~I(G:<~>) 
= c d 
~~G.lgl~Div(rnI 
=d.#{g& g”=l) 
and hence, dividing by d, that m divides # (gE G 1 g” = 1 }. 1 
Next recall (cf. [Gl, Yol, Ro] ) that for each x E d(G) and each U < G 
we have 
1 
pO(x)= (NG(U):U) c,~G c x(U v . cp I’(-~)+ 
where for U < V d G we denote by x( U, V) the Euler characteristic of the 
simplicial complex of all chains of subgroups between U and V modulo the 
subcomplex of all those chains which do not start with U or end with V, 
while otherwise, that is, in case U 6 V, we put x( U, V) = 0. So for 
U< V<G and with [U, V] := { W<G 1 U< W< V} we have 
AU, v := l+#T C-1) . 
cl. VE TE [U, r’] 
T a chain 
Indeed, again by additivity, it is enough to check the above equation for 
x = G/W for every Wd G: in case W= U both sides easily give 1 and 
in case W 4 U the left-hand side equals zero by definition while the 
right-hand side, multiplied with (NG( U) : U), also gives 
=v;Gx(U. V.(N,(W):W)~#(W’~GI VGW’ 2 w} 
=(N,(W:W. 1 c x(U, V) W’ G w VGW 
=tNGcW): w)’ c c c t-11 , 
I+#‘,0 
W’ G W V< W’ U, V,TG~~; V] 
since for each W’ 2 W one has 
c c (-l)#T= 1 (-l)#‘=O 
VCU” L’,VsTc[U,V] 
Ta chain 
u 6 pJL”~’ 1 
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in view of the fact that there exists a one-to-one correspondence between 
those linear subsets T of [U, IV’] with UE T not containing W’ and those 
containing W’, given by T ++ T u { WI} (here we use, of course, U 4 Wand 
therefore U# W’). Hence we have 
COROLLARY 5 (Quillen [Qu], Brown [Br], Yoshida [YOU]). For each 
divisor d qf 1 GI und for ever~~ U < G with d 1 (G : U) one has 
~(jl’<Gl U<V,dl(G:V)))=l (mod 4 WI, 
where for a subset S of Sub(G) ti’e write x(S) for the Euler characteristic of 
the simplicial set of all linearly ordered subsets or chains in S and where d(U) 
is defined bq 
d( U) := (NJ U) : U)/g.c.d.( (NJ U) : U), d); 
in particular for U = 1 and, hence, d( 1) = /Gild =: m kite have 
x({ VbG 1 1 # IVIEDiv(m)})- 1 (mod m). 
Proof For X= xd we must have pLf(.u,)~Z and therefore 
that is, 
c qr,(x).x(U, V)-0 mod(N,(U):U)), 
,‘< ti 
where 
$;,:=(V6Glddivides(G:V)}. 
So it remains to observe that in case dl (G: U) one has 
and that 
c x(U, v= c (-l)#T 
VEIj-{U} TachainoC+&jU] 
= -X({VE%;) u< V)). 1 
Remark. One can of course elaborate on all these results, e.g., by 
picking subsets Ss Sub(G) which are closed with respect to conjugation 
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and for which one knows an integer k = k, such that the element 
y = yk,S E a(G), defined by 
for UES 
otherwise, 
is actually in Q(G) and applying the above considerations to the product 
y xd. Many such subsets S and integers k are known from the theory of 
idempotents in Q(G) and, more generally, in R@ Q(G) for R any subring 
of the field Q of rational numbers (cf. [Drl, 2]), but we will not detail all 
the corresponding consequences here. Let us just mention without proof 
one particular consequence which is a variation (and also a consequence) 
of the Frobenius Theorem: 
COROLLARY 4’. For 71 a set of primes and n := nP ~“PEN put 
n n := UP E ~ p’p. Then for every m E Div( (Gl ) and ever-y cyclic subgroup U of 
G with 1 UI n = 1 one has 
#{gEGI g”=l, (gmn)wcU}-O (mod m,). 
5. FUNCTORIAL PROPERTIES OF CI 
For the sake of completeness let us just list the functorial properties of 
a. If Vg U < G, then for every G-set X the set X” can be considered as a 
lJ/ V-set via 
u/vxx”+x~~: (UV,X)HUX 
(which is well defined since MUX = ux for v E V and .x E XV and since 
v(~x)=~(z.~‘v~)x=~.~ for UEU, VE V, and XEX”), giving rise to a ring 
homomorphism 
One checks easily that for all V 4 U d G the diagram 
commutes, in particular a commutes with restriction (choose V= 1). 
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The situation is not quite as easy with respect to induction: if for U 6 G 
we denote by ind: the additive map from Q(U) into Q(G) which maps 
each basis element U/V in Q(U) onto the basis element G/V, then the 
following, slightly twisted diagram commutes for each U 6 G: 
Q(C,,,)L Q(U) 
Ind: ,, 
I I 
x”(C/C,, ,). indy 
Q(C) 
L-‘/u. & 
- Q(G) 
This can be checked in a straightforward fashion, e.g., by computing 
(p, (~(“(C/C,~;,).ind~,(cc~‘(.~))) 
and 
v ,dG/U. ~G(indF,,.,(.~))) 
for all x E O( C, [,, ) and all V 6 G. 
Finally assume N a G and consider the inflation map Q(G/N) + Q(G) 
which is defined by considering every GIN-set X as a G-set via the canoni- 
cal epimorphism G + G/N. Then one can show that the diagram 
Q(C,G:,W) - aG’” sZ( G/N) 
in1 
I I 
mf 
Q(C) ac Q(G) 
commutes if and only if for every U d G we have 1 U n NI = g.c.d.( / UI, 1 NI ), 
that is, if and only if for every prime pl ICI either INIP = lGIP or INIP= 1 
or the p-Sylow subgroups of G are cyclic or p = 2, I NI z = 2 and the 2-Sylow 
subgroups of G are (generalized) quaternion groups (the last “if and only 
if’ statement is a simple exercise in elementary finite group theory and 
should be folklore). 
6. SOME OBSERVATIONS CONCERNING THE KERNEL AND THE IMAGE OF uG 
It is obvious that uc; is injective if and only if for every m E Div( I GI ) there 
exists a subgroup of order m in G. It is also obvious that the image of CI~ 
is always contained in 
Q,(G) := (.YEQ(G) I v~~(.u)=~~.(.K) for all U, V6G with ICI = IVI}. 
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So one may ask for those groups G for which txG defines an isomorphism 
between Q(C) and Q,(G). This is answered by 
THEOREM 2. cxG defines an isomorphism between O(C) and QO(G) if and 
only if G is nilpotent. 
Proof: Invoking a simple and very standard inductive argument it is 
easy to see that aG defines an isomorphism between Q(C) and Q,(G) if and 
only if CI’ is injective-that is, for every m E Div(lGI) there exists a sub- 
group U < G with 1 UI = m-and for every x E L?,(G) and every maximal 
subgroup U of G with c~~(x)#O one has cpU(x)-0 (mod(G:U)). 
Now if G is nilpotent, then for every m E Div( 1 GI) there exists even a 
normal subgroup N of that order. Moreover, if for some XESZ,(G) we have 
a maximal subgroup U of G with rpU(x) # 0 and if N a G is a normal 
subgroup of the same order, then N is also such a maximal subgroup of G 
and so we have indeed 
cpc(x)=cp,(x)=(Nc(N):N).~~,(X) 
= (G: U) .p,,,(.x) 
= -0 (mod(G: U)). 
Vice versa, if aG defines an isomorphism between Q(C) and Q,(G) and if 
P denotes a Sylow p-subgroup of G, then one knows (cf. [KT] or [DV]) 
that the element -yp E d(G), defined by 
(Pc/bP) := 
p.(N,(P):P) if U-‘P 
o otherwise, 
is actually contained in Q(G) and so, since every group of order IPI is 
conjugate to P, it is contained even in Q,(G). Hence, since by definition 
P d G is a maximal subgroup of G with qp(xp) # 0, we have necessarily 
qP(xp)=p.(NG(P):P)-0 (mod(G:P)) 
and therefore (G: P) 1 (NG( P) : P), that is N,(P) = G. So every Sylow p-sub- 
group of G is normal in G, that is, G is nilpotent. 1 
Remark. Elaborating on this argument one can show that for a subset 
n of primes and with 
the induced map 
a;:Z,@a(C)+Z,@Q,(G) 
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is an isomorphism if and only if for every m E Div( ICI ) and every p E rr 
there exists a subgroup U d G of order m with (G : NJ U)), = 1. So in par- 
ticular, G must have a normal solvable Hall rc’-subgroup and a nilpotent 
Hall z-subgroup, but in general this condition is not enough to ensure that 
~2 is an isomorphism. 
7. AN EXTENSION TO PROFINITE GROUPS 
Using the (completed) Burnside rings d(G) which have been defined and 
studied for every profinite group G in [DSl, 23, one can phrase Theorem 
1 in a still more elegant way. Recall that for every profinite group G the 
ring L&G) is defined to be the Grothendieck ring of the (virtual) almost 
finite G-sets, that is, those G-sets X for which X” is finite for every open 
subgroup U of G and G, is an open subgroup of G for every x E X, and that 
for an arbitrary group G we write d(G) for d(G), G denoting the profinite 
completion of G relative to all subgroups U of G of finite index. Then, with 
C now denoting the infinite cyclic group, we can state 
THEOREM 1’. For ever)? prqfinite group G there exists a canonical ring 
homomorphism 
i = 6” = i&: o(C) + b(G), 
satisfying cpo(c?(x)) = (pci6 I ,(s),for every x E L?(C) and every open subgroup 
U of G, where noM 
c’G,” := {glG:C” , gE c> 
denotes the unique subgroup of index (G: U) in C. 
ProoJ One can prove Theorem 1’ by using the fact that 
f&G) = @ Q(GIN) 
(where for two open normal subgroups N,, N, 4 G with N, d N2 the map 
Q(G/N,) + Q(G/N,) being used for the construction of the above projec- 
tive limit is, of course, the map fiE$;,.G,N,: XH XN2) and applying 
Theorem 1 to all factors Q(G/N), using the above established functorial 
properties of CC One can also adapt the proof of Theorem 1 to the profinite 
situation directly: choose the Haar measure dg on G with SC; 1 dg= 1 and 
for every measurable subset Y of G define the index 
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Note that for every open subgroup U of G there exist precisely (‘“j,“‘) 
U-invariant subsets Y of G of index (G: U)/d for every de N while there 
exists none such U-invariant subset of index (G : U)/d if d is not an integer. 
Hence for every rational number q > 1 we have an almost finite G-set 
A(G):={YgGl (G:Y)=q, G,isopen}, 
G,:= {geG 1 gY= YJ 
which satisfies 
in view of 
cZG A(e) =A (G) 
( 1 
if d:=(G:U)/qEN 
otherwise. 
So Theorem 1’ follows as in the finite case from the additional observation 
that the C-sets A” (C) (dE N) form a (topological) Z-basis of d(C). 1 
demark 1. Instead of the G-sets A” (G) we could also have used (again 
as in the finite case) the almost finite G-sets 
S”(G) (qEQ> q>O) 
consisting of all f: G + N, such that f is constant on the U-cosets for some 
open subgroup U and JG fdg = qp I, noting that ojc(S4( C)) = ‘P(G) and 
that the P(C) (q E N) also form a topological basis of 8(C). 
Remark 2. For a prolinite group G define 
Then 
6: si( t) + d(G) 
factors through 
B “&A~. B(C) = b(C) + b(C,,,): XH PC’. 
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As in the finite case, it induces an isomorphism 
onto the subring d,,(G) of d(G) consisting of all x E d(G) satisfying 
(Pi! = cpc,(.y) for all open subgroups U, V6 G with (G: U) = (G: V), if 
and only if G is pro-nilpotent. Note that c,,, can be considered to represent 
the order of G, as defined in the theory of profinite groups (cf. [Se] ). 
Remark 3. We leave it to the reader to establish the functorial proper- 
ties of 3ic which do not differ from those established in Section 5. 
Remark 4. Note that h(e) coincides with the necklace algebra N(Z) as 
defined by Metropolis and Rota and therefore it coincides with the ring of 
unioersal Witt vectors W(Z) (cf. [MR, DSl, DS2]). So, after all, it turns 
out that for every finite or pro-finite group G and for every Mackeyfunctor 
M or Green functor G, defined on GA, the abelian group M(*,) or ring 
M(*,) is a W(Z)-module or a W(Z)-algebra, respectively, in a completely 
canonical way. 
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